Managed File Transfer

DATASHEET (Cybersecurity)

Modules for Licensing
GoAnywhere is a robust and complete managed file transfer solution. Modules are available that can satisfy a wide array of file
transfer requirements. Fortunately, you can choose to license and pay for only the modules you currently need and easily ‘unlock’
additional modules, if necessary, later. Here are the modules that can be licensed:

Advanced Workflows* - is used when you are initiating the

Advanced Reporting* - includes over two dozen useful

transfer (push/pull), if PGP encryption/decryption is needed, if data

activity and setting reports and the ability to create custom reports

needs to be pulled from and/or uploaded to a database and/or ad-

via an Advanced Workflows Task.

ditional actions in a transfer are called before/after a file exchange.

GoDrive* - is used for file syncing, sharing and collaboration.

SFTP Server* - server side of an SFTP transfer. Your partner

It’s similar to cloud file sharing products, except GoDrive can be on

connects to you via SFTP and initiates the transfer.

premises or in the cloud and it is licensed perpetually instead of per
user, per month (substantial savings). The first 10 users are free as well

FTPS Server* - server side of a FTPS transfer. Your partner
connects to you via FTPS and initiates the transfer.

as unlimited ‘view only’ users.

Secure Forms* - (requires Advanced Workflows) - allows

Secure Folders* - allows web users to connect to your HTTPS

end-users to fill out custom forms with one or more input values and

server via a browser.

optionally upload files through the HTTPS Web Client in GoAnywhere.
When a form is submitted, an Advanced Workflows Project is execut-

AS2 Send/Receive* - secure protocol mostly used by retail
and manufacturing customers, especially those that exchange files

ed to automatically process the submitted values and files.

with Walmart. AS2 is licensed at one, five (included in Premium & Ul-

Agents - (requires Advanced Workflows) - provide automated

timate bundles) or unlimited partners. GoAnywhere is Drummond

file transfers and workflows on systems throughout the enterprise.

Certified, which is required by many businesses that exchange via

Agents can be installed on almost any server or workstation where

AS2.

file transfers or workflows need to be performed. These systems
can reside on-premise or in a cloud infrastructure such as Amazon

Security Domains* - every license includes 2 domains. Do-

EC2 or Microsoft Azure. Two Agent tiers are available, Standard and

mains are useful if you want to manage file transfers and associated

Advanced. Standard Agents provide folder monitors, local file system

users in their own domain (by department for example).

tasks, the ability to run local commands, compression, PGP encryption, ETL and database tasks. Advanced Agents include all the above

Secure Mail* - is used if you want to send files via email se-

features of a Standard Agent plus SFTP client, SCP, send/retrieve

curely and/or if you want to send large files via Outlook or the web

email, and execute SSH commands. One Standard Agent is provided

email client as there are no file size limitations when sending files

for free with every Advanced Workflows license.

via Secure Mail. Using the web email client, you can also send an
email requesting files.
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Modules for Licensing (continued)
GoAnywhere Gateway* -

is a separate product and must be

downloaded on its own. It is normally used if you licensed the server side
of the transfer (SFTP, FTPS, Secure Folders, FTP) but it can also be used for
outbound connections too. It’s an enhanced reverse proxy that resides
out in the DMZ routing server requests without having any ports open
into the network. It can also load balance/cluster the file servers.

FTP Client & Server* -

FREE - If you’re exchanging files that don’t

contain sensitive information and don’t need a secure method of transferring files, then FTP can be licensed at no cost.

*The GoAnywhere Premium bundle includes these modules and represents an
approximate 10% discount versus purchasing separately.
The GoAnywhere Ultimate bundle includes 2 clustered licenses of GoAnywhere Premium. Ultimate pricing represents an approximate 20% discount
versus purchasing separately.
Even though a second license of Gateway is not required to cluster, a second
license is included at no cost so a passive backup license will be available if
needed or if a 3rd party load balancer is used in front of the two Gateway
servers.

For additional information and pricing, please call 1-800-949-4696 or
email goanywhere.sales@helpsystems.com
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About HelpSystems
Organizations around the world rely on HelpSystems to make IT
lives easier and keep business running smoothly. Our software
and services monitor and automate processes, encrypt and secure
data, and provide easy access to the information people need.
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